Step 3: Enter the Submission’s Details

Submission Creation Wizard

Basic Information

* All EIE submissions must have the approval from the college president or provost. Have you received approval?

- Yes
- No - Only submissions with approval will be reviewed by the judges. You may continue the form now, Save, and then continue once you have approval.

* PROJECT TITLE:

* ABSTRACT (200 word limit):

1350 characters remaining

* GOALS AND OBJECTIVES (200 word limit): Describe the specific goals and objectives for this project/program and how it connects to VCCS Student Success Goals, such as Complete 2021, Chancellor’s biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based funding metrics:

1350 characters remaining

* STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION (500 word limit): Detailed description of the strategy and implementation for project/program include specific action steps. Include connection to VCCS Student Success Goals, such as Complete 2021, Chancellor’s biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based funding metrics:

3000 characters remaining

* COST/BUDGET (500 word limit) - Detailed description of cost and budget for project/program. Address

https://app.cvent.com/subscribers/abstractmgmt/Submissions/CreateSubmissionStep3?cfpId=207f3a19-8151-4fc9-9a55-9646840e1a97&wizardInstanceId=a7716756-f6db-4176-bf49-3d9250453f5f
potential challenges and/or sustainable issues.

* ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION (500 word limit):
Description of assessment and evaluation outcomes for project/program. Include number of students involved, success metrics used to assess impact, and data on outcomes and effectiveness for improving equity, access, and/or opportunity for our students.

* IMPACT ON EQUITY, ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY (200 word limit):
Discuss quantitative and qualitative impact of project/program on equity, access, and/or opportunity for students that include connection to VCCS Student Success Goals, such as Complete 2021, Chancellor’s biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based funding metrics.

* ABILITY TO REPLICATE (200 word limit):
Description of how this program could be replicated at other institutions or scaled to a system wide project/program and links to more than one of the VCCS Student Success Goals, such as Complete 2021, Chancellor’s biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based funding metrics.

* Acknowledgment - part 1:
By clicking here, I confirm I have proofread my submission. I understand that after judging is complete, all or some parts of my submission may appear in conference materials verbatim. Authors will be credited for their work.

* Acknowledgment - part 2:
EIE finalists will be announced by March 8, 2019. By clicking here, I understand EIE finalists need to register for the conference and plan on attending the Awards dinner on Thursday, April 11, 2019. There are no discounted registration rates nor special lodging accommodations for EIE finalists or winners.
This submission does not have any file attachments.